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densities, we find good qualitative agreement with Yoshida et al.
(2008), which is the only study next to ours that evolves the collapse
into the optically thick regime. In both cases, the electron fraction
rises and the H2 fraction drops significantly at about 0.1 au, accom-
panied by an increase of the temperature to about 104 K. The exact
values have a relatively large scatter around those found in Yoshida
et al. (2008), where only a single minihalo was investigated.

3.2 Disc formation and fragmentation

After the first protostar has formed, the gas becomes fully rota-
tionally supported in a Keplerian disc. The stability of the disc
to perturbations may be quantified with the Toomre Q parameter
(Toomre 1964):

Q = cs!

!G"
, (9)

where ! is the epicyclic frequency of the disc, " the surface density
and cs the sound speed of the gas. We replace the epicyclic frequency
! with the orbital frequency #, which is appropriate for Keplerian
discs. The Q parameter determines whether perturbations in an
infinitely thin, isothermal disc can grow. For thick discs, as is the

case here, a similar criterion may be found that deviates only by a
factor of the order of unity (e.g. Wang et al. 2010). For Q ! 1, the
pressure of the gas and the shear by the differential rotation of
the disc are sufficient to prevent local collapse, while for Q " 1 the
disc fulfils the Toomre criterion and becomes unstable, leading to
the formation of spiral arms that transport mass inwards and angular
momentum outwards.

In Fig. 2, we show the surface density, sound speed, orbital fre-
quency and Q parameter in mass-weighted spherical shells around
the densest cell in each minihalo just before the first fragment forms.
We note that applying the same analysis exclusively to cells in the
disc gives very similar results, since the mass within radial shells
is dominated by the disc component. Within the central few au,
the surface density is up to four orders of magnitude higher than
in studies that have employed sink particles, and does not show a
central dip around the sink particles (e.g. Clark et al. 2011b). This is
not surprising, since these studies typically do not resolve the gas on
the scale of the accretion radius, and instead the mass is accreted on
to the sink particles. The Q parameter therefore does not diverge at
small radii, but decreases to well below unity, which is reflected by
the development of pronounced spiral arm patterns on sub-au scales
at very early times. The orbital frequency on these scales drops to

Figure 5. Density projections in a cube of side length 10 au that show the evolution of the protostellar system. Each row corresponds to a different minihalo.
The time after the formation of the primary protostar increases from left to right. The final times vary since the physical differences between the minihaloes
also result in different runtimes. The density of hydrogen nuclei is weighted by the density squared along the line of sight, which lies perpendicular to the
plane of the disc. The disc around the primary protostar fragments into a number of secondary protostars, most of which migrate towards the centre of the
cloud. However, some also obtain angular momentum from other protostars during close encounters and migrate to higher orbits. An example is the leftmost
protostar at the last output time in MH3. A more detailed analysis of this figure is presented in Section 3.3.
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densities, we find good qualitative agreement with Yoshida et al.
(2008), which is the only study next to ours that evolves the collapse
into the optically thick regime. In both cases, the electron fraction
rises and the H2 fraction drops significantly at about 0.1 au, accom-
panied by an increase of the temperature to about 104 K. The exact
values have a relatively large scatter around those found in Yoshida
et al. (2008), where only a single minihalo was investigated.

3.2 Disc formation and fragmentation

After the first protostar has formed, the gas becomes fully rota-
tionally supported in a Keplerian disc. The stability of the disc
to perturbations may be quantified with the Toomre Q parameter
(Toomre 1964):

Q = cs!
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, (9)

where ! is the epicyclic frequency of the disc, " the surface density
and cs the sound speed of the gas. We replace the epicyclic frequency
! with the orbital frequency #, which is appropriate for Keplerian
discs. The Q parameter determines whether perturbations in an
infinitely thin, isothermal disc can grow. For thick discs, as is the

case here, a similar criterion may be found that deviates only by a
factor of the order of unity (e.g. Wang et al. 2010). For Q ! 1, the
pressure of the gas and the shear by the differential rotation of
the disc are sufficient to prevent local collapse, while for Q " 1 the
disc fulfils the Toomre criterion and becomes unstable, leading to
the formation of spiral arms that transport mass inwards and angular
momentum outwards.

In Fig. 2, we show the surface density, sound speed, orbital fre-
quency and Q parameter in mass-weighted spherical shells around
the densest cell in each minihalo just before the first fragment forms.
We note that applying the same analysis exclusively to cells in the
disc gives very similar results, since the mass within radial shells
is dominated by the disc component. Within the central few au,
the surface density is up to four orders of magnitude higher than
in studies that have employed sink particles, and does not show a
central dip around the sink particles (e.g. Clark et al. 2011b). This is
not surprising, since these studies typically do not resolve the gas on
the scale of the accretion radius, and instead the mass is accreted on
to the sink particles. The Q parameter therefore does not diverge at
small radii, but decreases to well below unity, which is reflected by
the development of pronounced spiral arm patterns on sub-au scales
at very early times. The orbital frequency on these scales drops to

Figure 5. Density projections in a cube of side length 10 au that show the evolution of the protostellar system. Each row corresponds to a different minihalo.
The time after the formation of the primary protostar increases from left to right. The final times vary since the physical differences between the minihaloes
also result in different runtimes. The density of hydrogen nuclei is weighted by the density squared along the line of sight, which lies perpendicular to the
plane of the disc. The disc around the primary protostar fragments into a number of secondary protostars, most of which migrate towards the centre of the
cloud. However, some also obtain angular momentum from other protostars during close encounters and migrate to higher orbits. An example is the leftmost
protostar at the last output time in MH3. A more detailed analysis of this figure is presented in Section 3.3.
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densities, we find good qualitative agreement with Yoshida et al.
(2008), which is the only study next to ours that evolves the collapse
into the optically thick regime. In both cases, the electron fraction
rises and the H2 fraction drops significantly at about 0.1 au, accom-
panied by an increase of the temperature to about 104 K. The exact
values have a relatively large scatter around those found in Yoshida
et al. (2008), where only a single minihalo was investigated.

3.2 Disc formation and fragmentation

After the first protostar has formed, the gas becomes fully rota-
tionally supported in a Keplerian disc. The stability of the disc
to perturbations may be quantified with the Toomre Q parameter
(Toomre 1964):
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where ! is the epicyclic frequency of the disc, " the surface density
and cs the sound speed of the gas. We replace the epicyclic frequency
! with the orbital frequency #, which is appropriate for Keplerian
discs. The Q parameter determines whether perturbations in an
infinitely thin, isothermal disc can grow. For thick discs, as is the

case here, a similar criterion may be found that deviates only by a
factor of the order of unity (e.g. Wang et al. 2010). For Q ! 1, the
pressure of the gas and the shear by the differential rotation of
the disc are sufficient to prevent local collapse, while for Q " 1 the
disc fulfils the Toomre criterion and becomes unstable, leading to
the formation of spiral arms that transport mass inwards and angular
momentum outwards.

In Fig. 2, we show the surface density, sound speed, orbital fre-
quency and Q parameter in mass-weighted spherical shells around
the densest cell in each minihalo just before the first fragment forms.
We note that applying the same analysis exclusively to cells in the
disc gives very similar results, since the mass within radial shells
is dominated by the disc component. Within the central few au,
the surface density is up to four orders of magnitude higher than
in studies that have employed sink particles, and does not show a
central dip around the sink particles (e.g. Clark et al. 2011b). This is
not surprising, since these studies typically do not resolve the gas on
the scale of the accretion radius, and instead the mass is accreted on
to the sink particles. The Q parameter therefore does not diverge at
small radii, but decreases to well below unity, which is reflected by
the development of pronounced spiral arm patterns on sub-au scales
at very early times. The orbital frequency on these scales drops to
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The time after the formation of the primary protostar increases from left to right. The final times vary since the physical differences between the minihaloes
also result in different runtimes. The density of hydrogen nuclei is weighted by the density squared along the line of sight, which lies perpendicular to the
plane of the disc. The disc around the primary protostar fragments into a number of secondary protostars, most of which migrate towards the centre of the
cloud. However, some also obtain angular momentum from other protostars during close encounters and migrate to higher orbits. An example is the leftmost
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Figure 5. The fragmentation as the resolution is changed for haloes exposed to LW intensities of 4 J21 and 100 J21, respectively. The time of the snapshot,
!T, is given in the top right-hand corner of each panel and represents the age of the most massive SmartStar particle. Also given is the mass of the most
massive particle, the number of fragments recorded, the minimum spatial scale resolved, and the LW intensity. The width of the panel decreases from the left-
to right-hand side as indicated by the scale line, the scale is decreased so that the individual fragments are visible as the resolution is increased.

Comparing to the results of Stacy et al. (2016), which is for the
zero-flux case, we achieve a similar resolution and similar results
to their very high resolution runs. While they investigate the build-
up of a Pop III IMF, we focus on simply identifying fragmentation
sites rather than individual star formation sites. Encouragingly, their
fragmentation levels are similar to ours [comparing our 4 J21 case to
their fiducial (0 J21) case]. After approximately 5 kyr, the ionization
front from the first star to form has slowed the accretion rates and
subsequent star formation in their simulations. They find that of the
order of 100, sink particles have formed after 5 kyr compared to our
81 sink particles. It is encouraging to see that, given our resolution
levels are comparable, we achieve similar fragmentation levels for
the low-flux cases when the dominant chemistry is still due to H2.

4 SU M M A RY A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We investigated here the degree of fragmentation of atomic cooling
haloes as a function of both the strength of the LW background
and as a function of resolution. The degree of fragmentation within
irradiated atomic cooling haloes is an important consideration in
understanding the zero-age main-sequence masses of SMSs (e.g.
Hosokawa et al. 2013b; Haemmerlé et al. 2017; Woods et al. 2017)
that are candidates for the SMBHs that exist as high redshift quasars
(Haiman 2006; Regan & Haehnelt 2009a; Volonteri 2010).

Haloes that are exposed to high LW backgrounds have delayed
collapse times and larger Jeans masses enabling them to form larger
objects. However, if fragmentation of the gas is prevalent, the final
masses of the (super) massive stars are likely to be greatly reduced.
The thermodynamic conditions of the gas are therefore critical in

estimating the initial and (by accounting for mass loss) the final
masses of these objects.

We find that haloes exposed to an LW background of J !10J21

experience progressively less fragmentation than haloes exposed
to lower LW backgrounds. Haloes exposed to an LW background
of J !10J21 have a significant fraction of their gas pushed on to
the atomic cooling track (see Fig. 4) and are much less prone to
fragmentation. The transition to the atomic cooling track is likely
then to be the most stringent indicator of fragmentation levels. The
increased temperature of the gas in the centre limits the degree of
fragmentation significantly, and for the highest irradiation levels
examined here fragmentation was eradicated almost entirely.

Comparing to the results of Stacy et al. (2016), we achieve simi-
lar resolution and similar results to their very high resolution runs.
While they investigate the build-up of a Pop III IMF, we focus on
simply identifying fragmentation sites rather than individual star
formation sites. Encouragingly, their fragmentation levels are sim-
ilar to ours [comparing our 4 J21 case to their fiducial (0 J21) case].
After approximately 5 kyr, the ionization front from the first star to
form has slowed the accretion rates and subsequent star formation
in their simulations. Given our resolution levels are comparable,
it suggests that our assertion that once the gas chemistry switches
to the atomic cooling regime fragmentation is likely to be strongly
suppressed, which is something they did not investigate.

We note also that any mechanism that suppresses H2 for-
mation and forces a transition to the atomic cooling track is
likely to achieve a similar outcome. For example, in the sim-
ulations conducted by Schauer et al. (2017), collapsing haloes
are exposed to streaming velocities of up to 18 km s!1 at z =
200. The streaming velocities act in a similar way to an LW
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disrupt H2 abundances removing a coolant, allowing a halo to grow
sufficiently without Pop III formation (Shang, Bryan & Haiman
2010; Regan, Johansson & Wise 2014b, 2016). Haloes that ac-
crete unusually rapidly through a succession of mergers provide
another pathway (Yoshida et al. 2003) as do streaming velocities
(Tanaka & Li 2014; Schauer et al. 2017) left over from the decou-
pling of baryons and dark matter after recombination. A combina-
tion of one or more of these scenarios is also possible. We focus here
on haloes that are exposed to a nearby source of LW radiation as it
illustrates the necessary points and is straightforward to implement.
The fragmentation of gas inside a collapsing halo could potentially
disrupt the formation of an SMS if the gas were to fragment into
sufficiently distant clumps to avoid the formation of a single (or
small multiple) of very massive stars at the centre of a collapsing
atomic cooling halo.

We note that any mechanism (with or without an LW component)
that suppresses Pop III star formation and induces the same kind
of thermodynamic change to the gas as an external LW field will
also likely impact fragmentation in the same way. Although the frag-
mentation of primordial haloes has been thoroughly investigated for
the case of Pop III formation (e.g. Bromm, Coppi & Larson 1999;
Abel, Bryan & Norman 2000; Clark et al. 2011; Safranek-Shrader
et al. 2016; Stacy, Bromm & Lee 2016), it has not been as system-
atically probed for the case of irradiated haloes [but see Safranek-
Shrader et al. 2012, Latif et al. 2014 (L14b), Regan et al. 2014a, and
Inayoshi & Haiman 2014 for some preliminary work]. Here, we in-
vestigate this scenario more systematically, varying the intensity
of the radiation and investigating the degree of fragmentation as a
function of resolution and radiation intensity.

The goal of this study is to identify fragmentation sites in col-
lapsing metal-free atomic cooling haloes that are irradiated by a
uniform LW background. As noted above, these pristine haloes are
expected to be ideal cradles for SMS formation if the H2 abundances
can be suppressed. If fragmentation levels are reduced in the face
of impacting LW radiation, as expected, this would be favourable
for monolithic collapse of a single massive object. We probe this
scenario in this work.

The paper is laid out as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
model setup and the numerical approach used as well as introducing
our star particle formulation; in Section 3, we describe the results of
our numerical simulations; in Section 4, we discuss the importance
of the results and present our conclusions.

Throughout this paper, we assume a standard ! cold dark matter
cosmology with the following parameters (Planck Collaboration
XVI 2014, based on the latest Planck data), "!, 0 = 0.6817, "m, 0

= 0.3183, "b, 0 = 0.0463, # 8 = 0.8347, and h = 0.6704. We further
assume a spectral index for the primordial density fluctuations of
n = 0.9616.

2 N U M E R I C A L F R A M E WO R K

In this study, we have used the publicly available adaptive mesh
refinement code ENZO1 to study the fragmentation properties of gas
within haloes irradiated by a background LW field. Into ENZOwe have
added a new star particle type, which we have dubbedSmartStar.
We now describe both components.

1 http://enzo-project.org/

2.1 ENZO

ENZO 2 (Bryan et al. 2014) is an adaptive mesh refinement code
ideally suited for simulations of the high redshift universe. Grav-
ity in ENZOis solved using a fast Fourier technique (Hockney &
Eastwood 1988), which solves the Poisson equation on the root
grid at each time-step. On subgrids, the boundary conditions are
interpolated to the subgrids and the Poisson equation is then solved
at each time-step. Dark matter is represented using particles, each
particle is stored on the highest refinement grid available to it, and,
thus, the particle has the same time-step as the gas on that grid.
The particle densities are interpolated on to the grid and solved at
the same time as the gas potential. ENZOcontains several hydrody-
namics schemes to solve the Euler equation. We use the piecewise
parabolic method that was originally developed by Berger & Oliger
(1984) and adapted to cosmological flows by Bryan et al. (1995).
The PPM solver is an explicit, higher order accurate version of
Godunov’s method for ideal gas dynamics with a spatially third
accurate piecewise parabolic monotonic interpolation scheme em-
ployed. A non-linear Riemann solver is used for shock capturing.
The method is formally second-order accurate in space and time
and explicitly conserves mass, linear momentum, and energy, mak-
ing the scheme extremely useful for following the collapse of dense
structures.

Chemistry is an important component is following the collapse
of (ideal) gas. We use the Grackle3,4 (Smith et al. 2017) library
to follow the evolution of 10 individual species: H, H+, He, He+,
He++, e!, H2, H+

2 H!, and HeH+. We adopt here the 26-reaction
network determined by Glover (2015a) as the most appropriate
network for solving the chemical equations required by gas of pri-
mordial composition with no metal pollution and exposed to an
external radiation source. The network includes the most up to date
rates as described in Glover & Jappsen (2007), Glover & Abel
(2008), Glover & Savin (2009), Coppola et al. (2011, 2012), Glover
(2015a), Glover (2015b), and Latif et al. (2015). The cooling mech-
anisms included in the model are collisional excitation cooling, col-
lisional ionization cooling, recombination cooling, bremsstrahlung,
and Compton cooling off the CMB.

2.2 Simulation set-up

All simulations are run within a box of 2 h!1 Mpc (comoving), the
root grid size is 2563, and we employ three levels of nested grids.
The grid nesting and initial conditions were created using MUSIC
(Hahn & Abel 2011). Within the most refined region (i.e. level 3),
the dark matter particle mass is "103 M#. In order to increase
further the dark matter resolution of our simulations, we split the
dark matter particles according to the prescription of Kitsionas &
Whitworth (2002) and as described in Regan, Johansson & Wise
(2015). We split particles centred on the position of the final collapse
as found from lower resolution simulations within a region with a
comoving side length of 43.75 h!1 kpc. Each particle is split into
13 daughter particles, resulting in a final high resolution region
with a dark matter particle mass of "8 M#. The particle splitting
is done at a redshift of 40 well before the collapse of the target
halo. Convergence testing to study the impact of lower dark matter
particle masses was discussed in Regan et al. (2015).

2 Changeset:fedb30ff370b.
3 https://grackle.readthedocs.org/
4 Changeset:482876c71f73.
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Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Sim namea Jb
21 Maximum resolutionc (pc) Collapse redshiftd Num fragmentse M

f
core (M!) M

g
halo (M!)

Ctrl_Ref16 0.0 0.01 z = 32.68 1,1,2 2186 1.07 " 106

1J21_Ref16 1.0 0.01 z = 30.5 1,3,5 6571 3.00 " 106

2J21_Ref16 2.0 0.01 z = 29.91 2,5,6 5101 3.72 " 106

4J21_Ref16 4.0 0.01 z = 28.87 5,6,4 9219 5.55 " 106

4J21_Ref20 4.0 0.004 z = 28.87 22,–,– 12386 5.56 " 106

4J21_Ref24 4.0 0.001 z = 28.87 –,–,– 12405 5.56 " 106

10J21_Ref16 10.0 0.01 z = 27.15 1,1,4 12917 1.21 " 107

50J21_Ref16 50.0 0.01 z = 25.36 2,4,3 15157 1.22 " 107

100J21_Ref16 100.0 0.01 z = 24.73 1,1,1 16648 1.38 " 107

100J21_Ref20 100.0 0.004 z = 24.72 4,–,– 20169 1.38 " 107

100J21_Ref24 100.0 0.001 z = 24.72 –,–,– 20359 1.38 " 107

Notes. The details of each of the realisations used in this study. (a) The simulation name, (b) The LW intensity in units of J21, (c) the
maximum comoving resolution, (d) the collapse redshift (i.e. the redshift at which the first smartstar forms), (e) The number of fragments
at 80 kyr, 135 kyr and 650 kyr respectively (f) mass within the central 1 pc just before the first SmartStar forms (i.e. initial mass
surrounding the fragmentation site) in solar masses and (g) is the halo virial mass in solar masses. Note that for the higher resolution
runs (i.e. those with 20 and 24 levels of refinement) we were not able to follow the evolution for more than 80 kyrs for the 20 levels run
and only for a few tens of kyrs for the 24 level runs.

The baryon resolution is set by the size of the grid cells, in
the highest resolution region this corresponds to approximately
0.48 h#1 kpc comoving (before adaptive refinement). We vary the
maximum refinement level (see Table 1) to explore the impact of
resolution on our results. Refinement is triggered in ENZOwhen the
refinement criteria are exceeded. The refinement criteria used in
this work were based on three physical measurements: (1) the dark
matter particle overdensity, (2) the baryon overdensity, and (3) the
Jeans length. The first two criteria introduce additional meshes when
the overdensity ( !"

"mean
) of a grid cell with respect to the mean den-

sity exceeds 8.0 for baryons and/or DM. Furthermore, we set the
MinimumMassForRefinementExponent parameter to #0.1, making
the simulation superLagrangian and therefore reducing the thresh-
old for refinement as higher densities are reached. For the final
criteria, we set the number of cells per Jeans length to be 32 in these
runs.

We use 16 levels of refinement as our fiducial refinement level.
This corresponds to a minimum cell size of !x $ 0.01 pc h#1 co-
moving ($6 " 10#3 pc at z $ 30). We set the effective temper-
ature of the background radiation field to T eff = 30 000 K. This
background temperature suitably models the spectrum of a popu-
lation of young stars (Wolcott-Green & Haiman 2012; Sugimura,
Omukai & Inoue 2014; Latif et al. 2015). The effective temperature
of the background is important as the radiation temperature deter-
mines the dominant photo-dissociation reaction set in the irradiated
halo. This, in turn, leads to a value of Jcrit – the flux above which
complete isothermal collapse of the irradiated halo is observed due
to the complete suppression of H2. The actual value of Jcrit depends
on the nature of the source spectrum (Shang et al. 2010; Sugimura
et al. 2014; Agarwal & Khochfar 2015).

Agarwal et al. (2016) proposed that the Jcrit needed from a given
stellar population modelled using realistic stellar spectra can vary
widely over 2–3 orders of magnitude. They argue that in an ex-
ternal pristine atomic cooling halo, direct collapse black hole for-
mation is better parametrized by using a critical curve in the H2

and H# photo-destruction rate parameter space (further confirmed
by Wolcott-Green, Haiman & Bryan 2017). Although our choice of
T eff = 30 000 K falls well within the range advocated by these stud-
ies, including a realistic source spectrum derived from population
synthesis models is beyond the scope of this work and remains to
be explored in a future study. It should also be noted that Sugimura
et al. (2014) found that Jcrit is only very weakly dependent on the
nature of the source spectrum in tension with the results of both

Agarwal et al. (2016) and (Wolcott-Green et al. 2017); however,
they explored a somewhat smaller parameter space.

2.3 Smart stars

As the gas density increases in high density regions, hydro codes,
including ENZO, require a method to convert the high density gas
into stars in many cases. This is done to allow gas that has reached
the maximum allowed refinement level of the simulation and for
which further collapse is being artificially suppressed through arti-
ficial pressure support to be dealt with. In this case, it can often be
prudent to introduce particles into the calculation to mimic the act
of real star formation. It should however be noted that in many cases
there is only a loose correspondence between the numerical particle
and resolving actual star formation. Depending on the level of reso-
lution, primarily, the numerical particle may represent a single star
or an entire cluster of stars. In our study here, the numerical particle
introduced will be a proxy for star formation (fragmentation) sites
and represent only regions in which we expect star formation to be
likely to occur. Star (sometimes also known as sink) particles were
initially introduced into grid codes by Krumholz, McKee & Klein
(2004). The SmartStar implementation used here also follows
this model with some modifications. We employ the same model for
gas accretion as Krumholz et al. (2004) for our star particles using
a fixed accretion radius of four cells and accreting gas based on
the Bondi–Hoyle prescription. However, although Krumholz et al.
(2004) use only two criteria to evaluate the formation of sink parti-
cles; that the gas is at the highest refinement level and that the cell
density exceeds the Jeans density (see equation 6 in Krumholz et al.
2004), we also employ additional sink particle formation criteria.
Similar to the prescriptions described by Federrath et al. (2010), we
only form sink particles when the following criteria are met:

(i) The cell is at the highest refinement level.
(ii) The cell exceeds the Jeans Density.
(iii) The flow around the cell is converging along each axis.
(iv) The cooling time of the cell is less than the freefall time.
(v) The cell is at the minimum of the gravitational potential.

We calculate the gravitational potential in a region of twice the
Jeans length around the cell. We experimented with also including
the additional conditions relating to the gas boundedness and the
Jeans instability test (see Federrath et al. (2010) for more details).
However, we found that these additional tests were sub-dominant
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+ converging flow 

Sink particle creation

+ not within the radius of an existing sink

(additional checks)sink radius
racc

<latexit sha1_base64="GKYudEs27NZth1tMIV7YQVkGYDA=">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</latexit>

⇠ �J
<latexit sha1_base64="O47/tWgsUnOtgybHSWFGLJ1wim4=">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</latexit>



Gas accretion into sinks

sink radius (bound)

ri < racc
<latexit sha1_base64="2okWBsktvnp9pA8piidOOXvGdDk=">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</latexit>

racc
<latexit sha1_base64="GKYudEs27NZth1tMIV7YQVkGYDA=">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</latexit>

⇢gas > ⇢crit
<latexit sha1_base64="0hXJJqPjr13GZrfw7FQXN0JOU40=">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</latexit>

vrad < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="N1t14EA7yiy111lbSkYXolhvvAM=">AAACbnichVHLSsNQED2N7/qqCiKIGCyKqzJRwQcuRDcufVWFKiWJtxpMk5CkBS3+gHtxISgKIuJnuPEHXPgJ4kZQcOPC6U1ERNQJyT333DmTc2cMz7aCkOghodTU1tU3NDYlm1ta29pTHZ2rgVvyTZE1Xdv11w09ELbliGxohbZY93yhFw1brBm7c9XztbLwA8t1VsI9T2wW9W3HKlimHjKVK+crvr51oE6rlE+lKTMpQ43A+FgMJjVVy5CMNOJYcFNX2MAWXJgooQgBByFjGzoCfnLQQPCY20SFOZ+RJc8FDpBkbYmzBGfozO7yd5t3uZh1eF+tGUi1yX+x+fVZqWKQ7umaXuiObuiR3n+tVZE1ql72eDUirfDy7Yc9y2//qoq8htj5Uv3pOUQBE9Krxd49yVRvYUb68v7xy/LU0mBliC7oif2f0wPd8g2c8qt5uSiWTpCUA4i6rP4EnwNYHclooxltcSw9MxuPohG9GMAw93scM5jHArKyY0c4xVniWelW+pT+KFVJxJoufAtl+AMPEI4n</latexit>

ekin + egrav < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="lfkvd1wFFUW7chN9s6GMivuZ6Vs=">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</latexit>

(incoming)

(overdense)

⇠ �J
<latexit sha1_base64="O47/tWgsUnOtgybHSWFGLJ1wim4=">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</latexit>

(within the radius)

criteria for gas accretion

(Federrath et al. 2010)



Summary

We performed simulations of primordial gas disk fragmentation 
varying the resolution with two different sub-grid model.

Both of them are based on the same model (Federrath et al. 2010).
However, the results are different. 
(the number of formed particles, the mass evolution)

sink particle smart starv.s.


